Warehouse Refresh:
How new mobility hardware
optimised operations for
Sutton Tools

“With the new fleet we’re using our time much more
effectively; we’re no longer constantly swapping
batteries, troubleshooting problems or chasing parts
to make repairs. We’ve had minimal disruption and
our device returns for repairs are down 100 per cent.”
Oliver Petautschnig
Logistics Project Manager, Sutton Tools

The Challenge
Australian manufacturer, Sutton Tools, produce high-quality
power tool accessories and cutting tools for the global hardware
market and numerous industrial specialties. Delivering products
nationally and exporting heavily into Europe, New Zealand and
Southeast Asia, the company’s distribution operations required
a technology refresh to sustain the exceptional service levels
their customers have come to expect.

around the warehouse, they can receive the next order on
the go – so they walk less, save time and achieve greater
accuracy. Our workers now have more flexibility and
autonomy, there are fewer physical interactions between
staff, and operations are more streamlined because we now
manage the workflow remotely in real time from the WMS
dashboard.”

After selecting a software vendor to upgrade their warehouse
management system (WMS), Sutton Tools required an
accompanying new fleet of mobile computers. The legacy
rugged Zebra MC9090 devices operating Microsoft Windows
CE (with a basic RF Gen script for radio frequency scanners)
were becoming increasingly unreliable and incompatible with
the new software.

The Results

Project Manager for Logistics at Sutton Tools, Oliver Petautschnig,
confirmed, “Our existing fleet was on its last legs. The devices were
no longer supported and were regularly breaking. Battery life was a
major concern, and sourcing replacement parts was difficult. It cost
us a fortune to keep them up to date and maintained.”

In addition to implementing the various mobile devices, Leopard
Systems oversaw the upgrade from the legacy radio frequency
access points throughout the warehouse to Ubiquiti wi-fi
access points and coverage compatible with the new hardware.

Microsoft’s ‘end of life’ deadline for the MC9090’s operating
system meant that system updates, security patches and bug
fixes were no longer available, and specialist support had
ceased. Therefore, upgrading these legacy Windows devices to
hardware designed to operate the leading Android system was
a priority for the manufacturer’s warehouse operations.

The Solution
Sutton Tools conducted a full tender process to appoint a
hardware partner that would be the right fit for their business
needs. “Leopard Systems had serviced and supported our
legacy devices for over ten years, so we already had a fantastic
relationship, which gave them a head start on the competition.
After a series of in-depth meetings to determine our requirements
and what would suit us best, we decided to engage Leopard
Systems as our hardware partner because they knew our
business and understood what we needed,” said Oliver.
As a Zebra Technology Platinum Partner, Leopard Systems
arranged for Sutton Tools warehouse staff to visit the Zebra
Experience Centre and test the latest mobile computers designed
for distribution operations. “It was like something from ‘Men In
Black’— a futuristic room full of incredible devices to play with!
It was great to test the form factors, work out what we liked and
what mobile computer would be the best fit for our new fleet.”
In the end, Sutton Tools settled on Zebra’s new MC9300 device
running the Android operating system; a natural progression
from the discontinued fleet. With an identical shape, style and
mode of operating (i.e., form factor), the new ultra-rugged
devices provided a seamless transition for staff, requiring
minimal re-training to navigate and use.
On advice from Leopard Systems, Sutton Tools also installed
a suite of Zebra ZQ52 and ZD42 mobile label printers that they
hadn’t used in the past, to complete their WMS and mobility
fleet upgrade.
“Previously, we used paper picking slips that were static. We’d
manually handle each customer order as a print-out from our
ERP system; we gave this to the operator who’d go and pick the
order, then we’d dispatch it. After this, our workers returned to
a designated point in the warehouse to obtain the next order for
picking. It was laborious and time-consuming,” Oliver stated.
“Now every picker has a mobile scanning device as well as
a label printer. Given we’re picking around 10,000 items and
fulfilling close to 800 customer orders each day, the new
technology is hugely important. As our picking team move

“The new fleet has been live for four months, and we haven’t
had a single issue with any device. We’ve been incredibly
fortunate to work with Leopard Systems to implement the
fleet. We’ve had minimal disruption and no downtime with
the devices - it’s been fantastic!” Oliver remarked.

Notably, the fleet refresh effectively eliminated the handling
of device problems and the associated downtime.“ With the
new fleet we’re using our time much more effectively; we’re
no longer constantly swapping batteries, troubleshooting
problems or chasing parts to make repairs. We’ve had minimal
disruption and our device returns are down 100 per cent!”
Sutton Tools were pleased with their decision to partner
with Leopard Systems for procuring their hardware as
well as providing ongoing fleet support. With a pool of
replacement MC9300 devices, Leopard Systems can
immediately dispatch an operations-ready device to
Sutton Tools if one ever fails. Plus, with Leopard Systems’
LeopardCare Monitoring service, all aspects of the mobile
devices are remotely monitored and managed.
“Leopard Systems are an essential business partner for us. We
work closely with them all the time. I’m confident I can call them
with an issue, and they’ll resolve it. Whether they troubleshoot
over the phone or remote into a specific device – they’re the
mobility specialists. And that takes the weight off our IT.”
Due to the success of the Victorian warehouse device
refresh, the company’s Auckland warehouse is earmarked
to undergo a similar WMS and fleet upgrade project. “Given
the success we’ve had with Leopard Systems remotely
managing our Melbourne devices, we won’t hesitate to
engage them to purchase and set up the devices and
services we need in New Zealand. Plus, Leopard Systems
have a service centre in Auckland to handle any hardware
activities domestically. We’re looking forward to continuing
our partnership with Leopard.”

About Leopard Systems
Well regarded within the Transport and Logistics, Field
Service, Retail and Supply Chain sectors, Leopard
Systems leads the way with its signature suite of
enterprise mobility solutions and services designed to
increase efficiencies, reduce input error, lift productivity
and increase the bottom line.

www.leopardsystems.com.au

About Sutton Tools
Founded in 1917, Sutton Tools is Australia’s leading cutting
tools manufacturer. Headquartered in Thomastown Victoria,
the company employs over 380 people in state-of-the-art
production and distribution facilities and exports specialist
industrial tools and power tool accessories worldwide.

www.suttontools.com

